PRESS RELEASE
DUBAI; September 15th 2011.
Headline:

PRIME DELTA GENERAL TRADING LLC EXPANDS TO EUROPE
Subheadline:

Private equity company invests in renewable energy projects in
Eastern and Southeastern Europe
In the last weeks the Prime Delta General Trading LLC, a private equity
company based in Dubai, has negotiated with various project development
companies to move into the financing of solar, biogas, landfill
degasification, wind, hydro and waste-recycling projects in various
countries in Eastern and Southeastern Europe. With an company
investment volume about a three digit million euros amount as well as
bank financing the Delta Prime General Trading LLC will reach a
technology and country diversification, so as to achieve a diversification of
risk.
This week, Prime General Trading LLC signed a first cooperation
agreement with Swiss Fact group based in Hünenberg, Switzerland, which
is already active in project financing in solar, biogas, landfill
degasification, wind, hydro and waste-recycling projects. The agreement
includes an investment in the existing and future project financings. The
scope of the project until 2013 has an investment volume of around 250
million Euros for plants producing renewable energy.
-End- Notes to Editors About Delta General Trading
Prime Delta General Trading LLC focuses on renewable energy projects that have the
potential to offer sustainable long-term returns via various methods of green energy
production.
Prime Delta General Trading LLC is a private equity company based in United Arab
Emirates (DUBAI), employing a Swiss & British banking platform to ensure financial
security for investors.
Prime Delta’s primary goal is to promote financial security through sound renewable
energy investments having a positive impact on the habitability of the planet. We have
an aggressive plan to meet the world’s need for clean energy, and we are interested in
teaming up with industry professionals who share our passion for creating a more
sustainable future for the world by focusing on green energy.
We support the manufacture and use of 100% re-usable solar modules. We are
concerned about the correct installation of the modules, their application possibilities,

maintenance
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We direct power and energy back towards Man and Life.
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